Collaboration
Hands-on expert guidance to establish your organization’s intelligent
automation foundation and first processes.
When it is time to take the first critical steps of your
organization’s intelligent automation journey—the steps
that can make or break your attempts to deliver value and
digital transformation—you don’t have to figure it out on
your own.
To help you build a solid, best-practice based foundation
for automation success, Blue Prism offers Collaboration, a
Starter Success Package designed to provide expert
mentorship throughout the first nine months of using your
Blue Prism digital workforce and to establish productionready processes.
When you choose Collaboration, here’s what to expect:







5 days spent reviewing best-practice guidance for
infrastructure, governance, and delivery
methodology.
10 days of design and development coaching
Usage of the Process Assessment Tool to identify
automation candidates and establish pipeline.
Introduction to Capture, a process definition
document (PDD) and Blue Prism process skeleton
auto-generator
3 days of review, during the 3rd month with a focus
on build quality, ongoing pipeline, and success to
date
2 additional days of review during 9th month, with a
focus on reporting, evangelism, and maturity

VALUE AND POTENTIAL OUTCOMES:


Engaged, hands-on mentoring from Blue
Prism Success Service experts



Expert training and guidance for your
newly established intelligent automation
team, while delivering production
processes



Processes delivered into production that
are scalable, reusable, and robust.



Reduce the risk of stalled efforts with
best-practice based first-step guidance.



Access to Blue Prism Success Services
expertise, guidance, and mentorship
throughout the first 9 months of your
automation effort

Contact your Blue Prism account
manager to start your automation
journey with production-ready
processes and best-practice based
guidance.

Blue Prism is the global leader in intelligent automation for the enterprise, transforming the way work is done.
At Blue Prism, we have users in over 170 countries in more than 2,000 businesses, including Fortune 500 and
public sector organizations, that are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking efficiencies, and returning
millions of hours of work back into their businesses. Our intelligent digital workforce is smart, secure, scalable, and
accessible to all; freeing up humans to re-imagine work.
To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn.
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